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A. P/A Students 508, 51, 519, 520, 521.

Since 1 November CASSOWARY 3 has employed the above-mentioned five
men at the newspaper headquarters in Munich. They are presently, sorting and
analyzing all of the pouch material brought out from the homeland since 1946

-with a view to collecting information for pamphlets and brochures propagan-
dizing the Ukrainian liberation straggle. With the except ion of 508, who
will return to Paris when (or if) we succeed in having his visa renewed, the

•P/i4 s are now being cOnsidered as staff and instructor personnel for the
• projected CASSOWARY cadre school (see below).

B. PL's 503 and 507:

In the last month, except for an alleged letter written by the two
PL's to Cardinal Tisserad with complaints against CASSOWARY 3, there have
been no new flaps. As soon as our investigation of CAVATINA 12 is completed,
we will determine which method to emply in pressuring CAVATINA 12 to desist
from his attempts to penetrate U.S.-CASSOWARY operations and to make him
responsible for any more threats or actions on the part of PL's 503 and 507.

C. CARTUGES (See El :=lreport attached hereto)

D. CASSOWARY Newspaper:

Monthly financial accounts, May through September 1952, have been
pouched. Although authorization for monay subsidies beyond, September has
not yet been received from Headquarters, one payment of the monthlyiallotment
was transmitted to CASSOWARY 3 on 29 November because the newspaper s unexpended
balance had been completely exhausted. Headquarters is requested ta extend
the monthly subsidy be	 g October 1952. We assume CASSOWARY 2 has already

,,discussed with you an increase in the monthly subsidy to meet the rise in the
cost of living in Germany during the last two years.

E.; Cadre School:

Since 14 November when CASSOWARY 3 broadhed the subject of a cadre
school again, we have been discussing details with him and will pouch a

memorandum on the subject within a week. DUCUSSiORS with CASSOWARY 3 to date

have envisaged establishment of the school-in Germany only. CASSOWARY:3 is
quite confident that legalization of the school, student body and instructors
will pose no problem. Also the possibility of renting a roomy place with large
grounds suitable for a cadre type school is quite good. However, it may be

necessary for the CASSOWARIES to make .a definite commitment to the owner in the
immediate future and, if final authority for the project is not received from
Headquarters in time, the CASSOWARIES will have jkp pass up the only acceptable-
site they have been able to locate in over two months of searching.
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F. W/T Contact with the Homeland:

• With the reestablishment of contact with Underground headquarters
on 29 November, we feel that MGM-A-0735 may provide Washington some
assistance in anticipating the problems, both operational and political,
which are likely to arise.

G. CAPELIN:

As usual, CAkELIN has provided in the course of the last month
excellent CE and political reports on the Ukrainian emigration. Those
reports which are purely CE are now being passed in translation to the CE .
Section for processing and will be reported on accordingly by that section.
For the time being, CAPELIN will continue to be handled by case officers
from the Ukrainian section, even though he is being written up as a CE
project.

H. General: 

CI are gradually assuming the
functions of [::	 :=1who will depart for the U.S. during the
first week of January 1953. a	 t:Jwill take over the political contact
functions and [:-.1 :=1the training aspects of the AERODYNAMIC/ CARTHAGE
project.
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OARTHAGE PROGRESS REPORT
1 November	 1 December 1952

246.
After much unavoidable delay two safehouses, one in Starnberg and

another in the Gmund/2exmwm Tegernsee area,have been obtained for housing
CARTHAGES 10, 15, 16 and CARTHAGES 3 and 7. These two houses should be ready
for occupancy within a few days; At that time the CARTHAGES will be moved
from . Bad Worishofen and Keppton respectively, CARTHAGES 10, 15 and 16 going
to Starnberg where they will continue commo and other training, CARTHAGES 3
and 7 moving to the Tegernsee house where they will await disposal.

B. CARTHAGE 3:

1. CARTHAGE 3's common-law wife was recently moved from the safehouse
in Kempten to her parent's home near Mindleheim. CARTHAGE 3 requested this
move since he claimed it was embarrassing for all concerned for him to be
living with a woman to whom he was not legally married. Nevertheless, CARTHAGE
3 expressed the desire that his common-law wife join him again whenever he
moved to his new safehouse near-Tegernsee.

2. It is planned to give CAATHAGE 3 the assignment of writing on
various topics familiar to him and which can be used in agent training. These
topics will be selected by the training section as determined by it to be
lacking in itw files. These topics will include bunker building, partisan
tactics, escape and evasion, survival, etc.

30 Material is being assembled which will be used as a basis in the
attempt to send CARTHAGE 3 to the U.S. under the "100 Agents" quota. In the
meantime, the problem of marrying CARTHAGE 3 and his common-law wife has been
discussed with CASSOWARY 3 and the possibility of documenting CARTHAGE 3 for
Ge 1.1 . has been probed with no concrete results to date. CASSOWARY 3 claims
that he can furnish CARTHAGE 3 with the required birth certificate and arrange
for the wedding but that it will be up to us to furnish the proper German
documentation. Every attempt will be made to this end*

C. CARTHAGE 5: (See HOTEE traffic and our comments for month at November

D. CARTHAGE 7:

1. As in the case of CARTHAGE 3, material is being assembled on
CARTHAGE 7 to be used for his emigration to the U.S. under the "100 Agents"
quote.

2 0 While awaiting disposal, CARTHAGE 7 will also be given the assign-
ment of writing on topics familiar to him and which can be used in agent
training.
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3. Recently CARTHAGE 7 revealed that his "girl friend" in Landsberg

gave birth to his baby. This event happened after CARTHAGE 7 had been
removed from the landsberg Project to 'Campton. The news of the birth Was
made known to the CASSOWARIES who had instructed CARTHAGE 7 to stay away
from Landsberg. CARTHAGE 7 himself stated that he did not want to return
to the "girl friend" and, such being the case, the problem seemed to be
solved or nonexistent. However, it was soon learned that CARTHAGE 7 was
making frequent visits to Landsberg and his "girl friend" there. In a
discussion of this matter between CASSOWARY 6 and CARTHAGE 7, the latter
stated that he was forced to make these visits for the following reason:
while he was still in Landsberg, he took this girl to a doctor for injections
which were supposed to cause an abortion. Instead, the baby was born pre-
maturely with suspected damages. Because of the baby's state of health,
CARTHAGE!, felt that if he vanished from the scene, the girl would notify
the police and that, if he was apprehended, he would be jailed for his part
in the attempted abortion and subsequent desertion. Following a heated
argument between CASSOWARY 6 and CARTHAGE 7, the latter was crdered never
to visit Landsberg and his "girl friend" again. CASSOWARY 6 also informed
CARTHAGE 7 that he would be moved to a new safehouse in a few days and hoped
with CARTHAGE 7's disappearance the whole matter might be forgotten. Further
adverce developments, should they occur, will be reported as they happen.

E. CARTHAGE 10:
•

1. CARTHAGE 10 has continued , aiding the•commo-instructor train
CARTHAGES 15 and 16. In this respect, he supervised CARTHAGE 15 t s 'base.

contacts as well as acting as 	 ::]in1:: :=1problems. 'CARTHAGE
lO t s own proficiency in‘commo is: Receiving, speed - 20 wpm; Sending speed -
I8 wpm.	 -

F. CARTHAGE 15:

CARTHAGE 15 spent the entire period covered by this report. in commo
training only. His progress has been exceptionally good. The most recent
commo instructor's report chows that he has attained a receiving speed of
19 wpm and a sending spped of 14 wpm.

G. CARTHAGE 16:

CARTHAGE 16 has advanced sonsiderably since the last progress report,
having upped his sending spped to 14 wpm from approximately 10 wpm and his
receiving speed from . approximately 9 wpm to 13 wpm. He has continued to show
by his diligent application to training, an exjmeme desire to master commo.
By hard work and hard work'alone, he has reached the speeds mentioned. It
remains to be seen whether or not CARTHAGE 16 will ever attain a proficiency
to enable him to operate a WiT set alone, without the promptings of an
instructor. The instructor has expressed concern in this respect for, while
it was possible for CARTHAGE 	 to learn to send and receive, it is another
matter to couple this phase orSMNYWitIg ht4leotroCedUre, setting up equipment;
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.ciphering and deciphering, learning danger signals,. etc.

IL. CARTHAGE 12 (See BADIC traffic and our comments for month of November)

I. Other:

Plans have been made whereby CASSOWARY 17 'will be used as an instructor
to train CARTHAGES 10, 15 and 16 in subjects other than commo, i.e. partisan
tactics, paramilitary, Soviet actualities, report and cable writing, obser-
vation, etc. PRQ's rand II have already been filed on CASSOWARY 17 and a
case officer discussion with him regarding training plans has been scheduled.
Details of training plans, subjects, schedules, progress, etc., will be
forwarded as they materialize.
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